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Abstract: Catastrophic haemorrhage accounts for up to 40% of global trauma related mortality and
is the leading cause of preventable deaths on the battlefield. Controlling abdominal and junctional
haemorrhage is challenging, especially in the pre-hospital setting or ‘under fire’, yet there is no
haemostatic agent which satisfies the seven characteristics of an ‘ideal haemostat’. We conducted a
systematic search of Embase, Medline, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature
(CINAHL), and Web of Science to evaluate the feasibility and efficacy of three types of haemostatic
devices. Participants included any trauma patient in a pre-hospital setting, perfused human ca-
davers, or healthy human volunteer simulations. The haemostatic devices reviewed were REBOA,
iTClampTM, and four junctional tourniquets: AAJT, CRoC, JETT, and SJT. The SJT had the best user
survey performance of the junctional tourniquets, and the four junctional tourniquets had an overall
efficacy of 26.6–100% and an application time of 10–203 s. The iTClampTM had an efficacy of 60–100%
and an application time of 10–60 s. REBOA had an efficacy of 71–100% and an application time rang-
ing from 5 min to >80 min. In civilian and military trauma patients the use of junctional tourniquets,
iTClamp, or REBOA, mortality varied from 0–100%. All of these studies were deemed low to very
low in quality, hence the reliability of data presented in each of the studies is called into question.
We conclude that despite limited data for these devices, their use in the pre-hospital environment or
‘under fire’ is feasible with the correct training, portable imaging, and patient selection algorithms.
However, higher quality studies are required to confirm the true efficacy of these devices.

Keywords: pre-hospital; haemorrhage; junctional tourniquet; REBOA; iTClampTM; haemostatic device

1. Introduction

The leading cause of preventable death on the battlefield is catastrophic haemorrhage
originating from abdominal or junctional regions of the body [1,2]. Gaining haemorrhage
control is not always possible using manual pressure, particularly under fire, during
transport, mass casualty events, or for extended periods of time. A US military study
demonstrated that 90% of potentially survivable deaths were from massive haemorrhage,
with 67% originating in the torso and 19% from junctional regions [1]. Similarly, a UK
military study found that 75% of trauma patients died before reaching a medical treatment
facility, 60% of which suffered from non-compressible torso haemorrhage [3].

Uncontrolled haemorrhage is the second leading cause of death worldwide after head
injury, accounting for 40% of global trauma related mortality [4]. Although tourniquets
have been used for centuries for extremity injuries, use was not commonplace until more
recently. Through the Hartford Consensus, tourniquet use in pre-hospital civilian mass
casualty events is promoted, such as the improvised versions used in the aftermath of
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the Boston marathon bombing of 2013 [2,5]. However, pre-hospital intrathoracic, intra-
abdominal, and intra-pelvic haemorrhage control options are limited [2]. Therefore, there
is a need for haemostatic agents or devices for these injuries that can be easily applied and
maintained in both military and civilian pre-hospital settings.

There are seven criteria which have been cited as the ideal characteristics of a haemostat
for pre-hospital use: haemorrhage cessation within two minutes of application; ready to
use; simple application with minimal training; lightweight and durable; easily stored in a
wide range of temperatures (−10 to 55 ◦C) for up to two years; no risk of injury or viral
disease transmission; and inexpensive [6]. So far there is no haemostat available which
satisfies all seven criteria, but the last decade has seen an increase in this research area.

The UK and US military currently employ the use of some haemostatic dressings, such
as Celox gauze and QuickClot Combat Gauze [7,8]. However, both dressings rely on manual
pressure application, making them less than ideal for austere or remote environments, or
where transport time to a hospital is prolonged. The US military have developed an
alternative device which does not require manual pressure known as XStat. It is a syringe
filled with mini sponges, which are injected into the wound cavity to expand and fill it.
However, X-ray imaging is required for removal, and they are contraindicated for use in
the torso [9]. Although it was first approved solely for military use, it was later approved
for civilian use in 2015 [9].

There are currently four junctional tourniquets (JTQ) which have been approved by
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA): abdominal aortic junctional tourniquet (AAJT;
Compression Works, Birmingham, AL, USA); junctional emergency treatment tool (JETT;
Northern American Rescue, Greer, SC, USA); SAM® junctional tourniquet (SJT; SAM
Medical Products, Portland, OR, USA); Combat Ready Clamp (CRoC; Combat Medical
Systems, Fayetteville, NC, USA) [10]. These JTQs act similarly to a standard tourniquet, but
their belt-like (AAJT, SJT, JETT) or C-clamp (CRoC) design allows control of more proximal
wounds located in the groin or axilla for example.

The iTClampTM (Innovative Trauma Care Inc., Atlanta GA, USA) is a small clamp
with needles on either side and controls haemorrhage by approximating the skin at either
side of the wound, forming a haematoma under the skin to create a stable clot [11]. It was
FDA approved for compressible injuries located in the extremities, groin, axilla, scalp, and
neck [11].

Resuscitative endovascular occlusion of the aorta (REBOA) was first used in 1954
in combat casualty care and has recently demonstrated improved outcomes in the emer-
gency department in comparison to resuscitative thoracotomy [12]. Whilst the use of
REBOA in pre-hospital settings may be controversial (it may delay transport to a medical
facility), alternative methods such as the iTClampTM and JTQs are contra-indicated for
abdominal haemorrhage.

This systematic review aimed to evaluate the data related to the use of these haemo-
static devices in the pre-hospital environment (civilian and military), as well as simulated
environments that are translatable to the pre-hospital setting, such as healthy volunteers
and in perfused human cadavers.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preliminary Search

A scoping search was performed in May 2021 on PubMed using keywords such as
‘novel haemostatic agent’, ‘non-compressible haemorrhage’, and ‘pre-hospital’ to identify
recent research. We aimed to address the research question: “what are the feasibility and
efficacy of haemostatic devices in the pre-hospital setting for catastrophic haemorrhage
originating from abdominal and junctional regions of the body?”. In our preliminary search
it became clear that there was a paucity of evidence within the clinical domain (i.e., for
pre-hospital trauma patients). Therefore, we also chose to include studies that used healthy
volunteers and human cadavers to simulate a pre-hospital environment. This was so that
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we could assess the first part of our research question regarding feasibility. Our PICO
statement is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Population, intervention, comparison, and outcome table.

Population Trauma patients or perfused human cadaver models with catastrophic
haemorrhage or live healthy human volunteers

Intervention Haemostatic devices (REBOA, iTClampTM, junctional tourniquets: AAJT, JETT,
SJT, CRoC)

Comparison Current pre-hospital trauma care

Outcome Device efficacy, mortality, application time, incidence of adverse events
Notes: REBOA = resuscitative endovascular balloon occlusion of the aorta; AAJT = abdominal aortic junctional
tourniquet; JETT = junctional emergency treatment tool; SJT = SAM® junctional tourniquet; CRoC = combat
ready clamp.

2.2. Literature Search

A systematic literature search was conducted in July 2021, with data reported accord-
ing to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA)
guidelines [13]. Four databases were used: Embase (OVID), Medline (OVID), CINAHL,
and Web of Science, using both keywords and MeSH terms. The general terms used were
‘haemostatic device’, ‘REBOA’, ‘iTClamp’, ‘junctional tourniquet’, ‘pre-hospital’, ‘emer-
gency health service’, and ‘out-of-hospital’ combined using Boolean operators. There
were no publication date restrictions. Full details of the search strategies used for each
database are found in Figures S1–S3 and Table S1. All searches were conducted by two
authors (R.H. and Z.A.) and any discrepancies were resolved by discussion. This re-
view was prospectively registered with PROSPERO (ID: CRD42021273077) before data
extraction commenced.

2.3. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Studies were eligible for inclusion if they met the following criteria: (1) observational
studies, clinical, or pre-clinical trials, which investigated the use of haemostatic devices
(REBOA, iTClampTM, or junctional tourniquets: AAJT, SJT, JETT, or CRoC) in a pre-hospital
setting; (2) human participants of all ages as trauma patients, perfused human cadavers, or
healthy human volunteers; (3) publications in English; (4) publications from any country or
date of publication.

Studies were excluded if they exhibited any of the following characteristics: (1) any
studies that investigated haemostatic sponges, dressings, bandages, and foams; (2) studies
which only investigated device use in extremity injury; (3) any use of haemostatic de-
vices within the hospital environment only (emergency department or operating theatre);
(4) reviews (systematic or narrative), conference abstracts, guidelines, animal studies, or
studies utilizing mannikin simulation models.

2.4. Data Collection and Extraction

After duplicate removal, titles and abstracts were screened against the eligibility
criteria. The full texts of remaining papers were assessed for eligibility. Reference lists of
included studies and review articles of interest were manually searched for any additional
articles missed from the initial search. The following data was extracted from the eligible
studies: (1) study characteristics and intervention assessed; (2) participant demographics;
(3) outcomes reported such as mortality, device application time, overall success of the
devices, and any associated adverse events.

2.5. Quality of Evidence and Risk of Bias

Each study included for review was assessed for the quality of the evidence it provided
by two authors (R.H. and Z.A.) using the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment,
Development, and Evaluation System (GRADE) [14].
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A risk of bias assessment was conducted on each included study using the Risk of
Bias in Non-Randomized Studies–of Interventions (ROBINS-I) tool [15]. Each of the seven
domains: (1) confounding bias; (2) participant selection bias; (3) intervention classification
bias; (4) intervention deviation bias; (5) missing data bias; (6) outcome measurement bias;
(7) selective reporting bias were rated either as low, moderate, serious, or critical risk.
Following the guidance of the tool, this produced an overall risk of bias for each study
included for review [15].

Due to the heterogeneity of the data collection process, a meta-analysis was not
possible and hence what follows is a narrative synthesis of the data.

3. Results
3.1. Literature Search

From the electronic databases searched, 458 studies were identified. Once duplicates
were removed, 289 studies were screened by title and abstract. The full texts of 48 studies
were sought for retrieval and assessed against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. This
resulted in 18 studies included for review. The reference lists of eligible studies and review
articles of interest were screened for any relevant publications which were not found in the
initial search. Both manual searches identified eight studies eligible for inclusion, indicated
as found through other sources. This resulted in 26 total studies included for review, with
the process summarized in the PRISMA flow diagram (Figure 1).
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3.2. Pre-Hospital Feasability Evidence

Of the 14 studies included for JTQ review, eight were conducted in 194 healthy human
volunteers [16–23] (Table 2), 3 were conducted on 16 perfused human cadavers [24–26]
(Table 3), and 2 case series [27,28] and 1 case report [29] on 21 trauma patients (Table 4).
The total number of cadavers and volunteers was 210. Of these, 16 were perfused human
cadavers and 194 were volunteers. The age range for these studies was 18–75. For the
studies, which reported the proportion of males and females involved in their study,
there were many more males involved (n = 155) compared to females (n = 25). Patient
demographics and outcome measures (mortality, percentage efficacy, and application time)
for civilian/military volunteer and cadaver studies are summarized in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively. Device efficacy was reported in all 11 studies involving cadavers or volunteers
and ranged from 11–100% across all four JTQs. The efficacy of the CRoC ranged from
84–100% [18,19,21–25]; the AAJT ranged from 11–100% [16–21]; JETT had an efficacy range
from 75–100% [18,19,21,23,25], and the SJT ranged from 82–100% [18,19,21–23,26]. Only one
study assessed the efficacy of the SJT, JETT, and CRoC during the transport in volunteers,
ranging from 24–48%. The SJT was reported to have a significantly higher transport
efficacy (48%) than the JETT (24%; p = 0.03) [23]. Application time was recorded in 6 of
the JTQ feasibility studies [16,19,21–23,25] and ranged from 10–203 s overall. Each JTQ
had an application time of: CRoC 68–128 s [19,21–23,25], JETT 10–203 s [19,21,23,25], SJT
34–80 s [19,21–23], and AAJT 98–171 s [16,19,21]. Of the studies which assessed the safety
of the JTQs (n = 7), none reported any incidences of adverse events [18,21,22]. User surveys
reported the SJT to be the most preferred of the JTQs. It was perceived to be the most stable,
reliable, easy to use, and fastest to apply when compared to the other three JTQs. JETT was
consistently passed over for one of the other JTQs in each study recording user surveys.
AAJT and CRoC had mixed reviews depending on whether the study was conducted in the
field on trauma patients or in volunteer simulations, mostly due to higher pain ratings for
the AAJT. Whilst CRoC was perceived to be more comfortable and scored lower on pain
scales, it took the longest to assemble of the four JTQs. The AAJT was reported to be the
most painful, although this was only recorded in one region of application.

There was one study conducted on human cadavers which investigated the use of
the iTClampTM (Table 5). There were 3 cadavers, whose ages ranged from 49–81 [30] with
injuries located on the thigh, inguinal region, neck, arm, and scalp. The device efficacy for
these three participants was 100%, as measured by control or cessation of bleeding [30].

Table 2. Summary of junctional tourniquet study characteristics, patient demographics, and outcome
measure results in civilian and military healthy volunteers.

Reference Author
(Publication Year)

Intervention
Type

Participant
Type

Number of
Participants

(M:F)
Participant

Age
Mechanism

of Injury Mortality
Mean

Application
Time (s)

Device
Efficacy

[16] Lyon M. et al. (2012) AAJT Civilian
volunteer

9
(9:0) 33.7 (mean) – – <60 s 78%

[17] Taylor D.M.
et al. (2013) AAJT Military

volunteer
16

(16:0) 19–25 – – – 94%

[18] Kragh J.F.
et al. (2014)

CRoC
JETT
SJT

AAJT

Military
volunteer

9
(7:2) – – – –

94%
89%

100%
11%

[19] Kragh J.F.
et al. (2015)

CRoC
JETT
SJT

AAJT

Civilian
volunteer

10
(10:0) 42–60 – –

123
203
174
171

97%
93%
83%

26.6%

[20] Lyon M. et al. (2015) AAJT Civilian
volunteer

13
(13:0) 26–31 – – – 100%

[21] Chen J. et al. (2016)
CRoC
JETT
SJT

AAJT

Military
volunteer

14
(–) 20–24 – –

128
77
65
98

98%
75%
82%

100%

[22] Meusnier J-G.
et al. (2016)

CRoC
SJT

Military
volunteer

74
(58:16) 19–46 – – 86

34
91.7%
86.9%

[23] Gaspary M.J.
et al. (2019)

CRoC
JETT
SJT

Military
volunteer

49
(42:7) 18–40 – –

124
84
87

84%
82%
82%

Notes: M:F = Male to female ratio; AAJT = Abdominal aortic junctional tourniquet; CRoC = Combat ready clamp;
JETT = Junctional emergency tourniquet tool; SJT = SAM® junctional tourniquet; GSW = Gunshot wound.
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Table 3. Summary of junctional tourniquet study characteristics, patient demographics, and outcome
measure results in perfused human cadaver studies.

Reference
Author

(Publication
Year)

Intervention
Type

Participant
Type

Number of
Participants

(M:F)
Participant

Age
Mechanism of

Injury Mortality
Mean

Application
Time (s)

Device
Efficacy

[24] Kragh J.F.
et al. (2013) CRoC

Perfused
human
cadaver

10
(–) * 60–75 – – – 100%

[25] Gates K.S.
et al. (2014)

CRoC
JETT

Perfused
human
cadaver

3
(–) – – – 68

10
100%
100%

[26] Johnson J.E.
et al. (2014) SJT

Perfused
human
cadaver

3
(–) – – – – 100%

Notes: * Both male and female cadavers used, but ratio not mentioned; M:F = Male to female ratio; CRoC = Combat
ready clamp; JETT = Junctional emergency tourniquet tool; SJT = SAM® junctional tourniquet.

Table 4. Summary of junctional tourniquet study characteristics, patient demographics, and outcome
measure results in civilian and military trauma patients.

Reference
Author

(Publication
Year)

Intervention
Type

Participant
Type

Number of
Participants

(M:F)
Participant

Age
Mechanism of

Injury Mortality
Mean

Application
Time (s)

Device
Efficacy

[29] Klotz J.K.
et al. (2014) SJT Military

patient
1

(1:0) 20 GSW 0% <180 100%

[27] Schauer S.G.
et al. (2018)

JETT
SJT

Military
patient

12
(12:0) – Blast (n = 8)

GSW (=4) <25% ** – 70%

[28] Balain
et al. (2020) AAJT Civilian

patient
18

(16:2) 20–80
Blunt (n = 17)
Penetrating

(n = 1)
100% – –

Notes: ** Missing data regarding onward care; M:F = Male to female ratio; AAJT = Abdominal aortic
junctional tourniquet; JETT = Junctional emergency tourniquet tool; SJT = SAM® Junctional tourniquet;
GSW = Gunshot wound.

Table 5. Summary of iTClampTM study characteristics, patient demographics, and outcome measure results.

Reference
Author

(Publication
Year)

Participant Type
Number of
Participants

(M:F)
Participant Age Region of Injury Mortality

Mean
Application

Time (s)
Device Efficacy

[30] Mottet K.
et al. (2014)

Perfused human
cadaver

3
(3:0) 49–81 Thigh, inguinal,

neck, arm, scalp – – 100%

[31] Barnung S.
et al. (2014) Civilian patient 2

(1:1) 36–73 Scalp, inguinal 0% – 100%

[11] Tan E.C.T.H.
et al. (2016) Civilian patient 10

(8:2) 49.5 (mean) Head, neck,
femur, chest 0% 10 60–90%

[32] McKee J.L.
et al. (2019) Civilian patient 80

(46:19) * 16–95 Craniomaxillofacial 0% 60 87.5%

Notes: * Missing data regarding the reporting of the sex of participants.

3.3. Pre-Hospital Evidence

The three studies which used JTQs in pre-hospital trauma scenarios [27–29] had
13 military and 18 civilian patients (Table 4). Military patients presented with gun shot
wounds (GSWs; n = 5) and blast injury (n = 8) whilst the civilian patients presented with
blunt injury (n = 17) and penetrating injury (n = 1). The age range was 20–80. For the studies
that reported the proportion of males and females involved in their study, there were many
more males involved (n = 29) compared to females (n = 2). Patient demographics and
outcome measures (mortality, percentage efficacy, and application time) military/civilian
trauma patients are summarized in Table 4.

Mortality across the three trauma patient studies ranged from 0–100%, giving an over-
all mean of 87% mortality associated with AAJT, JETT, and SJT use. The CRoC tourniquet
was not studied in pre-hospital trauma patients. Device efficacy was reported in the case
report [29] and the case series [27], ranging from 70–100% for the SJT and JETT. Although
the case report by Klotz et al. [29] did not specifically assess the efficacy of the SJT during
transport, they reported that it remained in place throughout the MEDEVAC. Application
was only recorded in the case report including 1 trauma patient where the application time
was <180 s to apply the SJT [29].

There were four studies included for the iTClampTM, one of which was performed in
perfused human cadavers [30] and three of which reported civilian trauma patients [11,31,32]
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(Table 5). There were 92 participants with an age range of 16–95. The lacerations treated
varied in the location on the body: scalp, inguinal, head, neck, femur, chest, and craniomax-
illofacial. Of the participants who had their sex recorded, there were more males (n = 55)
than females (n = 22), with the sex of 15 participants unreported [32]. The mortality rate
across all three of these studies was 0%, with a mean application time ranging from 10–60 s.
Device efficacy ranged from 60–100% as recorded by cessation or control of bleeding. The
studies also reported no adverse events associated with iTClampTM use. However, users
reported failures in the device due to skin frailty. User surveys reported limited discomfort
and demonstrated a positive satisfaction rate.

Of the eight studies that investigated the use of REBOA in a pre-hospital setting,
four were case series and reports of military patients [12,33–35], and four were case series
and reports of civilian patients [36–39] (Table 6). Studies reported whether REBOA was
deployed in zone 1 (n = 3), zone 3 (n = 2), or a variation of zone 1 or 3 dependent on injury
location (n = 3). There were 61 participants, one of which was the perfused human cadaver.
The age range across all studies was 18–79 years old, with at least 25 male and 13 female
participants across the studies that recorded this. The mechanism of injury amongst
civilian patients was mostly blunt trauma, whereas the studies on military patients were a
combination of blast and gunshot wounds.

Table 6. Summary of REBOA study characteristics, patient demographics, and outcome measure results.

Reference
Author

(Publication
Year)

Intervention
Type

Region of
Application

Mechanism of
Injury

Participant
Type

Number of
Participants

(M:F)
Participant

Age Mortality Application
Time (min)

Device
Efficacy

[12]
Northern

D.M.
et al. (2018)

REBOA Zone 1 and 3 Blast and GSW Military
patient

20
(–) * 18–30 – 6–27 95%

[33] Knipp B.S.
et al. (2020) REBOA Zone 1 and 3 Blast Military

patient
2

(2:0) 33 0% – 100%

[34] Manley J.D.
et al. (2017) REBOA Zone 1 and 3 Blast and GSW Military

patient
4

(4:0) – 0% 5–8 100%

[35]
De

Schouthee
J.C.

et al. (2018)
REBOA Zone 1 Penetrating Military

patient
3

(2:1) 25–54 – 5–9 100%

[36] Lendrum
et al. (2019) REBOA Zone 3 BluntPenetrating Civilian

patient
21

(9:10) 22–79 38% 80 (median) 71%

[37] Sadek S.
et al. (2016) REBOA Zone 3 Blunt Civilian

patient
1

(1:0) 32 0% – 100%

[38] Laumhaut L.
et al. (2018) REBOA Zone 1 – Civilian

patient
1

(0:1) 49 0% – 100%

[39] Gamberini L.
et al. (2021) REBOA Zone 1 Blunt Civilian

patient
8

(7:1) 38.5 (mean) 100% 9–12 100%

Notes: * specific numbers not reported but mostly male; REBOA = Resuscitative endovascular balloon occlusion
of the aorta.

Mortality ranged from 0–100%. Of the studies which reported application time (n = 5),
four studies had an overall range of 5 to 27 min, with one study reporting a median time
of 80 min to inflate the balloon [32]. Device efficacy ranged from 71–100%. Extracted data
for REBOA studies are summarized in Table 4. Regardless of the zone the balloon was
inflated at, REBOA was associated with the formation of thromboembolic events, thus the
total balloon inflation time was limited as much as was safe to prevent distal organ/limb
ischemia [30,34]. No user surveys were recorded for these studies.

3.4. Quality of Evidence and Risk of Bias

All included studies were either of a low (n = 12) or very low (n = 14) quality of
evidence, according to the GRADE system, due to their observational design (Table 7). The
overall risk of bias for each study, measured by the ROBINS-I tool, varied between low
(n = 10), moderate (n = 9), and serious (n = 4), with the three case reports not assessed due
to a lack of comparators within the study. Any domain classed as ‘NI’ (no information),
excluded an overall rating of ‘low’.
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Table 7. Quality of evidence (GRADE) and risk of bias assessment (ROBINS-I); Domain D1: Con-
founding bias; D2: Participant selection bias; D3: Intervention classification bias; D4: Intervention
deviation bias; D5: Missing data bias; D6: Outcome measurement bias; D7: Selective reporting bias.

Reference Author
(Publication Year) GRADE

ROBINS-I

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 Overall
[16] Lyon M. et al. (2012) Low M NI L M L L L Moderate
[17] Taylor D.M. et al. (2013) Low L L L L L L L Low
[18] Kragh J.F. et al. (2014) Low S NI L L L L L Serious
[19] Kragh J.F. et al. (2015) Low S NI L M M L L Serious
[20] Lyon M. et al. (2015) Low L L L L L L L Low
[21] Chen J. et al. (2016) Low L NI L L L L L Moderate
[22] Meusnier J-G. et al. (2016) Low L L L L L L L Low
[23] Gaspary M.J. et al. (2019) Low L L L L L L L Low
[29] Klotz J.K. et al. (2014) Very low – – – – – – – n/a (Case report)
[27] Schauer S.G. et al. (2018) Very low S M L NI M L M Serious
[28] Balain et al. (2020) Very low M L L L L L M Moderate
[24] Kragh J.F. et al. (2013) Low L L L L L L L Low
[25] Gates K.S. et al. (2014) Low L L L L L L L Low
[26] Johnson J.E. et al. (2014) Low L L L L L L L Low
[30] Mottet K. et al. (2014) Very low L L L L L L L Low
[31] Barnung S. et al. (2014) Very low NI NI L L NI L NI Moderate
[11] Tan E.C.T.H. et al. (2016) Very low L NI L L L L L Low
[32] McKee J.L. et al. (2019) Low L L L L L L L Low
[37] Sadek S. et al. (2016) Very low – – – – – – – n/a (Case report)
[34] Manley J.D. et al. (2017) Very low S NI L L M L L Serious
[12] Northern D.M. et al. (2018) Very low M NI L L L L L Moderate
[35] de Schouthee J.C. et al. (2018) Very low M L L L L L L Moderate
[38] Laumhaut L. et al. (2018) Very low – – – – – – – n/a (Case report)
[36] Lendrum et al. (2019) Very low M L L L L L L Moderate
[33] Knipp B.S. et al. (2020) Very low NI NI L L NI NI NI Moderate
[39] Gamberini L. et al. (2021) Very low NI L L M M L L Moderate

Notes: L = low risk; M = moderate risk; S = serious risk; NI = no information available; n/a = not
applicable.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this review was to qualitatively assess the feasibility and efficacy of
different haemostatic devices in a pre-hospital setting. Due to the lack of patient data, the
feasibility of device use in a pre-hospital environment was also assessed by studies using
a simulated pre-hospital environment. Only one study by Gaspary et al. [23] reported
on the effectiveness during transport of JTQ application in a pre-hospital environment.
Whilst other studies mentioned devices remaining in place during transport [29–31,37–39],
it was not specifically assessed. An in-hospital case report by Croushorn et al. [40] reported
that the AAJT remained in place during transport from the emergency department to the
operating theatre with no blood loss seen throughout transfer.

4.1. Junctional Tourniquets

Mortality associated with all JTQ use was relatively high, although this can only be ap-
plied to the AAJT, JETT, and SJT. The AAJT case series had a mortality rate of 100%, whereas
the SJT and JETT case series had mortality rates of <25%. However, Balian et al. [28] aimed
to assess the effects of the AAJT on physiological parameters associated with traumatic
cardiac arrest rather than reducing blood loss from a junctional or abdominal wound.

Device efficacy was reported by the following methods: elimination of blood flow
as measured by doppler ultrasound in healthy volunteers; the visual cessation of blood
flow from a wound or changes in physiological parameters for trauma patients; or pres-
sure sensors or transducers for cadaver studies. The AAJT recorded the largest range in
device efficacy, and this was largely due to the amount of pain experienced by the healthy
participants, which led to early termination of the studies. Although interestingly, in a
case report on AAJT use in the emergency department, the patient reported less pain
associated with the AAJT compared to the Combat-Application-Tourniquet [41], indicating
that other injuries or painkillers may reduce the confounding bias of pain associated with
the AAJT. Whilst the CRoC appears to be the most efficacious and time efficient overall,
this does not account for the device assembly time, as the volunteer studies had the devices
pre-assembled before timing began.

User surveys recorded an overall perception of decreased pain scores associated with
increased efficacy. Overall, the SJT was preferred by users when considering application
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time, ease of use, stability, and maintenance of vessel occlusion during transport. The AAJT,
JETT, and SJT all have the ability to act as a pelvic binder if necessary and have a bilateral
effect, whereas the CRoC acts unilaterally. However, the AAJT was the only JTQ to break
during volunteer testing [21]. Overall, the JTQs are relatively transportable, easy, quick,
and safe to use by any member of the pre-hospital team.

4.2. iTClampTM

The iTClampTM pre-hospital studies showed no mortality, no morbidity, and high
rates of efficacy. However, the lack of mortality in this group of patients may be due
reduced severity of the patients compared to other treatments. Nonetheless, the device has
been successfully used in conjunction with a haemostatic gauze, Hemcom Chitogauze [11],
and also on injuries across many regions of the body. Barnung et al. [31] reported an off-
licence use of the iTClampTM to successfully secure a chest drain in challenging conditions,
indicating potential versatility of the device. They are easily transported and can be applied
to multiple different areas of the body. However, they are limited by the width of the
presenting wound as approximation of the skin on either side of the wound is required for
haematoma formation to stop blood flow.

4.3. REBOA

A recent systematic review by Nunez et al. [42] suggested that REBOA had a positive
effect on mortality in comparison to resuscitative thoracotomy performed in hospital and
this low mortality rate was also confirmed in a pre-hospital setting by the results from this
review, alongside a high efficacy rate. Device efficacy was found to be higher when the
balloon catheter was inflated in zone 1 compared to zone 3. However, it is unclear whether
this is significant, as this was not an aspect of the studies which was investigated.

There is a much shorter time limit for the safe inflation of the balloon (<40 min)
compared to the application of the iTClampTM or JTQs, which are safe to use for up to 3 or
4 h, respectively. Whilst the application time was longer than for the iTClampTM or JTQs, it
was deemed necessary by the attending physician for patient survival to a medical facility.
However, patient selection for these studies was limited to patients with sub-diaphragmatic
injuries, with access to the femoral artery. The 2018 study by de Schouthee et al. [36] used
the mechanism, injury, signs, and treatment (MIST) acronym to facilitate correct patient
selection for the procedure as in-hospital algorithms were not applicable for pre-hospital
diagnostic purposes. Eligible patients had experienced high energy sub-diaphragmatic
trauma associated with shock. This study used a dynamic approach, by partially occluding
the vessel (partial REBOA) in a stepwise manner according to the response seen in blood
pressure. This approach could reduce the risk of distal limb ischemia by allowing some
perfusion and increase the length of device use [35].

Cannulation can be challenging, especially in patients with a weak or immeasurable
pulse. REBOA performed in-hospital has historically been performed under fluoroscopy
to ensure the correct positioning of the catheter and prevent over-inflation of the balloon.
Some studies have investigated the use of REBOA with ultrasound guidance and blood
pressure monitoring, which could increase the feasibility of translation into the pre-hospital
setting [35,37,43,44].

So far there is no one ‘ideal’ haemostatic device to be universally applied to all injury
types. There is a need to develop a rapid and simple algorithm to identify those patients
who would benefit most from each device. The pre-hospital data for each of these devices is
poor and limited, particularly when assessing the maintenance of efficacy during transport.
However, the data available so far indicates the feasibility of using these devices in a
pre-hospital setting with the correct training and patient selection. Methods which can
supplement the translation into pre-hospital care, such as portable ultrasound imaging
for REBOA and partial REBOA, should also be investigated further in higher quality
human studies. Ideally, randomized control trials for these devices would be the best way
to assess application and efficacy of all these devices for different wound types, during
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transportation, long term follow-up, and any other physiological changes associated with
the devices. However, we are aware that this is extremely challenging and probably
unlikely due to constraints in study design, industry involvement, patient recruitment, and
ethical considerations.

4.4. Limitations

The biggest limitation of this systematic review is the poor quality of evidence in
all of the included studies, ranging from low to very low in quality. In addition, there
is significant heterogeneity in outcome measures reported. Due to lack of patient data,
we were compelled to include data from perfused cadaver and healthy volunteer studies
that were deemed to be translatable to the pre-hospital environment. These were used to
address our research question regarding the feasibility and efficacy of these devices within
the pre-hospital setting.

Between the studies, there was limited consistency with which outcome measures
were reported and how they were recorded. This is in part due to the inclusion of perfused
cadaver and human simulation studies, as neither of these models would exhibit the
physiological properties of a trauma patient following massive haemorrhage, and mortality
cannot be reported with these models. The cadaver studies did not have any coagulation,
so whilst this does prove the mechanical haemorrhage cessation to be due to the device
application, it does not account for the physiological effects of massive haemorrhage and
shock. Outcome measures for the AAJT were particularly skewed due to the presence
of pain in volunteers, leading to early termination of the studies. Although applicable to
junctional or abdominal injuries, the appropriate pattern of injury to which the device can
be applied varies, resulting in limited comparisons between the devices themselves.

5. Conclusions

It is likely from available evidence that each of the devices examined in our review
could be used in the pre-hospital setting (civilian or military) with the appropriate training,
injury pattern, and patient selection, and may be useful in scenarios where manual pressure
cannot be maintained. However, the poor quality of evidence precludes any definitive con-
clusions regarding clinical efficacy. Of the JTQs, SJT was preferred by users in comparison
to the AAJT, JETT, and CRoC. The iTClampTM is the easiest to use, as well as the most
portable, but there is a size limit to the wounds to which it can be applied. REBOA may
also be useful and can be quickly deployed, minimising transport delays to the hospital,
but has a much shorter time frame for which it can safely be used in comparison to the
JTQs or iTClampTM.
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